
Scotland’s flagship college has 
joined the campaign to help fight 
period poverty. 

In response to the Scottish 
Government’s financial commitment, 
City of Glasgow College introduced 
free sanitary products across its twin 
site super campus in August 2018. 

Fergal McCauley, Head of Facilities 
Management at City of Glasgow 
College, said:

“With the government meeting the 
cost of a year’s supply of sanitary 
products, we investigated a practical 
washroom solution to ensure students 
could easily locate and access the 
free sanitary towels and tampons.

“We found the perfect solution with 
Livingston based, steel fabricator EMF. 
Their dispensers are easy to install and virtually maintenance free thanks to a 
lack of moving parts. They represent excellent value for money as we can install 
and forget them, with little maintenance and no ongoing cost.”

Customisation
EMF can customise dispensers with powder coating and bespoke graphic 
elements to suit an organisation’s requirements. However, at City of Glasgow 
College the signage was created in-house – a large pink teardrop visual makes 
it easy for students to spot the dispensers which also feature essential information 
on product use.

“Our students appreciate and respect the service and the feedback we have 
received on the introduction of the dispensers, and the free sanitary products, has 
been extremely positive,” added Fergal. 
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—Fergal McCauley, Head of Facilities 
Management at City of Glasgow College

City of Glasgow College: City Campus, Cathedral Street 

City of Glasgow College: Riverside Campus 

EMF sanitary dispenser, City of 
Glasgow College washroom

“We found the perfect solution 
with Livingston based, steel 

fabricator EMF. Their dispensers 
are easy to install and virtually 

maintenance free thanks to a lack 
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